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Abstract
This paper presents a randomized parallel algorithm for computing planar Voronoi diagrams
of n point sites according to symmetric convex distance functions. This algorithm uses, with
high probability, O(n log(n)=p) local computation time and O(n=p) space on the processors plus
time for O(1) communication rounds on a coarse grained multicomputer with p processors.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Dehne et al. [1] proposed a parallel algorithm for computing planar Eu-
clidean Voronoi diagrams of point sites on coarse grained multicomputers. This was
done by resorting to convex hull computation in R3. Additionally, Deng and Zhu gave
in [4] a parallel algorithm for planar Euclidean Voronoi diagrams of line segments.
They also used the coarse grained multicomputer as their model of computation. See
[14] or [8] for an introduction to Voronoi diagrams. Like the two algorithms men-
tioned, the algorithm presented here uses random sampling [12,13] and the separator
theorem by Lipton and Tarjan [11] for load balancing. We introduce the notions of
Voronoi basins and separator trees; the use of Voronoi basins will ensure the correct-
ness of the algorithm while the separator-tree will be an important tool to balance the
communication between processors. The idea of the algorithm is to partition the plane
into regions which are assigned to one processor each. Then each processor computes
the part of the (global) Voronoi diagram that falls into its regions.
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This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 we explain the model of parallel
computation used for our algorithm. In Section 3 we introduce the Voronoi basin and
outline other geometric concepts necessary here; in Section 4 we present our algorithm
in detail. The main result of this paper and the analysis are given in Section 5.
2. Model of computation
As an alternative to the PRAM model Valiant proposed in [17] the BSP model which
does not use a direct connection of the processors by shared memory anymore. Instead,
parallel computation is done in supersteps where either communication between proces-
sors or local computation without communication is done. During local computation,
only data communicated in previous communication supersteps may be used. These su-
persteps are also called communication rounds. A good total running time is achieved
when both the total local computation time and the number of communication rounds
as well as the size of the communicated data are small.
Dehne et al. proposed in [2] the coarse grained multicomputer as a modication
of the BSP model: A coarse grained multicomputer CGM(n; p) consists of p proces-
sors P1; : : : ; Pp with each O(n=p) local memory, connected via some communication
network. Here p is a parameter independent of the problem size n; often p is consid-
erably smaller than n and the local memory is much bigger than O(1), i.e. n=p>p or
n=p>p2. Thus, one speaks of coarse grained parallelism. During each communication
round each processor may send data to and receive data from each other processor.
The total amount of data sent and received per processor is limited by O(n=p) per
round.
3. Geometric preliminaries
Notation 1. We will use jj:jj to denote a planar norm. Given two sites q1; q2 from a
set S; let bjj:jj (q1; q2) denote the bisector for the distance function induced by jj:jj and
Vorjj:jj (S) the planar Voronoi diagram of S induced by jj:jj; as dened in [8]. Let
Br(x) denote the open disc with radius r and center x according to the norm which
was used to measure r (this will be clear from the context). The topological closure
of a set M will be denoted by M; its boundary by @M ; we write

M = M n@M .
Denition 2 (Lee [9]). Let jj:jj be a norm and s; s0 2 R2 two point sites. If a point
x 2 R2 is to the left of the line !ss0 and on the jj:jj-bisector bjj:jj (s; s0), then @Bjjx−sjj (x)
will pass through s and s0. The limiting circle LBjj:jj (s; s0) is then dened by taking
the limit x !1 with x 2 bjj:jj (s; s0) and x being left of
!
ss0.
Denition 3 (Mulmuley [13]). Let X be a random variable. Then X 2 ~O(g(n)) denotes
that for a function g(n) X 2 O(g(n)) with high probability: There exists a constant
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Fig. 1. Radial triangulation of a Euclidean Voronoi diagram. Radial triangles with a common Voronoi edge
form a radial quadrangle.
c> 0 and a polynomial p(n), whose degree depends on c and can be made arbi-
trarily high by choosing c large enough, such that Pr[X6cg(n)]>1 − 1=p(n). Thus,
Pr[X >cg(n)]< 1=p(n).
To make sure that in a processor’s regions the Voronoi diagram can be computed
correctly, also sites outside of these regions have to be taken into account:
Denition 4. Let PRd be a closed simply connected set and sP 2 P a point. The
Voronoi basin VB(P; sP) of P with respect to sP is dened as the smallest subset of
Rd, such that
Vor(S) \P=Vor(S \ VB(P; sP)) \P
for every set S= fx1; : : : ; xng of sites with sP 2 S. The boundary @VB(P; sP) is called
the Voronoi horizon of P with respect to sP. The set S\VB(P; sP) is referred to as the
local conguration, sP is called the anchor site. If sP is clear from the context, we will
also use VB(P) to denote the Voronoi basin of P. For a set P=fPi j 16i6mg of such
sets with their respective anchor sites we will use the notation VB(P):=
Sm
i=1 VB(Pi),
its Voronoi horizon is @VB(P).
Remark 5. It turns out that Voronoi basins are a generalization of areas where conicts
happen during incremental construction, see also Denition 14 and Theorem 15.
The plane is partitioned by using the radial triangulation which was introduced by
Guibas et al. [5] for the Euclidean case. We extend the denition to arbitrary symmetric
convex distance functions (see also Fig. 1):
Denition 6. Let RR2 be a set of point sites and jj:jj be a norm. Each cell of
Vorjj:jj (R) is partitioned by line segments joining the generating site of the cell with
the Voronoi vertices on the cell boundary. For unbounded Voronoi edges the ray
starting at the generating site towards the asymptotic direction of the edge is used. The
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resulting areas are called radial triangles, the resulting partition of the plane is denoted
as the radial triangulation Radjj:jj (R).
By dening special Voronoi vertices as endpoints of unbounded Voronoi edges we
can handle all radial triangles in a consistent manner; one could also use additional
sites far away from R to make all cells bounded. As the Voronoi cells are star shaped
with respect to the generating site the radial triangulation for symmetric convex distance
functions is well dened; furthermore, the triangles are simply connected. So Radjj:jj (R)
has, like Vorjj:jj (R), linear complexity. Each (bounded) radial triangle is dened by
the sites that dene the two Voronoi vertices. There are four sites which dene such
a triangle as each vertex is dened by three sites while the two sites generating the
Voronoi edge of the radial triangle are shared. An unbounded radial triangle is dened
by three sites.
The following theorem will be essential for the correctness of the algorithm:
Theorem 7. Let RR2 be a set of n point sites; jj:jj a norm; t 2 Radjj:jj (R) a radial
triangle and s the generator of the Voronoi cell containing t. Denote the two radial
edges of t by e1 and e2. Then we have
VB(t; s) = t [ Be1 [ Be2 ; (1)
where Be denotes Bjjv−sjj (v) if e is a bounded radial edge (s; v); if e is an innite radial
edge (s; v) and p (resp. s) denote the sites that dene the Voronoi edge containing v
then Be is the limiting circle LBjj:jj (p; s) (resp. LBjj:jj (s; p)); depending on the side
of
−!
ps (left resp. right) to which e extends to innity.
For the proof we will need some preparation:
Lemma 8. Let s 2 R2 be a point and R a ray with starting point s. Then for all
points x 2 R:
Bjjs−xjj (x) Bjjs−yjj (y)
for all y 2 R with jjs− yjj>jjs− xjj.
Proof. Follows from the collinearity of s; x; y and the triangle inequality.
Lemma 9. Let s 2 R2 be a point; R1; R2 two rays with starting point s and C a cone
that is spanned by R1 and R2 having the angle  2 [0; 2) at its apex s. Then:[
x2C
Bjjx−sjj (x) = C [
[
x2R1[R2
Bjjx−sjj (x):
Proof. Let y2 Sx2C Bjjx−sjj (x), i.e. y2 Bjjx−sjj (x) for some x2C. We assume y 62 C.
Let xy denote the intersection of the line segment yx with R1 [ R2. Then Bjjxy−yjj
Bjjx−sjj (x), and thus y 2 Bjjxy−sjj (xy). The claim now follows from Lemma 8.
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Fig. 2. Supporting lines for scaled and translated copies of convex sets.
Lemma 10. Let C R2 be a convex set with 0 2 C and C0 a copy of C which is
scaled by  6= 1 (with 0 as center) and then translated. These two operations can be
replaced by a single scaling operation with another center. Additionally; there exist
common supporting lines for C and C0; provided that both C 6C0 and C0 6C.
Proof. We denote the initial scaling with  and the translation with . We are looking
for a scaling 0 and a translation 0 such that (0  0  (0)−1)−1 = (  )−1 where
 maps z onto 0 (we have to take inverses on both sides because we want to map
the initial coordinate system onto a translated one). With homogenous coordinates one
nds that this holds for xz =−x=(− 1) and yz =−y=(− 1), where x and y describe
the operation of  along the x- and y-axis. The supporting lines are contained in the
boundary of a cone containing both C and C0 with the new center of scaling z as
apex.
Lemma 11. Let C 2 R2 be a convex set and C0 a scaled and translated copy of C.
Then @C \@C0 has at most two components which are either points or line segments.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume 0 2 C and @C \ @C0 6= ;. We also
assume for the scaling factor  6= 1 (the case =1 follows with the same arguments as
given below). By Lemma 10 there exists a center of scaling z and two supporting lines
g; h for C and C0 as shown in Fig. 2. These lines touch C and C0 in line segments U ,
L (resp. U 0, L0) which can degenerate to points. The border @C is partitioned by U
and L into curves A and B, where A can be empty. Analogously, @C0 is partitioned by
U 0 and L0 into A0 and B0. By Lemma 10, A0 (resp. B0) is a scaled copy of A (resp. B).
So for each point in A (resp. B) there exists a ray starting at z mapping this point to a
corresponding point on A0 (resp. B0). Thus A\A0= ; and B\B0= ;. Also, A\B0= ;.
So all points of @C \ @C0 must be part of (U [B[ L)\ (U 0 [A0 [ L0). Now let p and
q the { when viewed from z { leftmost and rightmost points of @C \ @C0. Then the
claim follows by using the convexity of C (resp. C0).
Proof of Theorem 7. Each point x on an edge of a Voronoi diagram of a set S of
sites with s 2 S is the center of a jj:jj-disc B such that at least two sites q1, q2 are
contained in the boundary @B and

B\S=;. As the anchor site s is one of the sites, it
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Fig. 3. Three discs with center on the bisector b(p; s) and s and p on their boundary: the middle disc is
contained in the union of the two other discs.
limits the size of these empty discs. Hence, the Voronoi basin is the union of all closed
discs centered inside t and containing s in the boundary. First, we assume a bounded
t, so @t contains a Voronoi edge e. By Lemma 8 we need only consider jj:jj-discs with
center on e. With K :=fBjjs−xjj (x) j x 2 eg we have for all B 2 K both s 2 B and
p 2 B. So B \ B0 6= ; for B; B0 2 K , and, by Lemma 11, B0 is partitioned by @B into
B0i and B
0
o with B
0
i B and B0o \ B= ;. A continuous parameterization on e induces an
order on points x; y; z 2 e. By Lemma 11 it follows that if y is between x and z on e
then Bjjs−yjj (y) Bjjs−xjj (x) [ Bjjs−zjj (z) (see Fig. 3). Next, we turn to the case that
t is unbounded. For all rays starting at s and intersecting @t we need only, by Lemma
8, consider those discs that have the center on @t. The other rays starting at s form a
cone C bounded by two rays Rr and Rl (may be Rr = Rl). For discs with center on
@t the same argument as before works together with a limit process which gives the
claim on the limiting circles. An argument analogous to the proof of Lemma 9 shows
that Bjjx−sjj (x) for x 2 Rl [ Rr is contained in the union of discs in (1).
Remark 12. Each unbounded Voronoi cell contains a radial triangle that is a cone
dened by three sites. Its Voronoi basin is the cone itself together with the limiting
circles dened by the unbounded parts of the Voronoi edges in the neighboring radial
triangles. This is like the case where two bounded radial triangles neighbored in the
same Voronoi cell share a common disc in their Voronoi basins.
The sites that determine a radial triangle dene exactly two triangles (with the ex-
ception of the unbounded cones) sharing a Voronoi edge. As these triangles have the
same Voronoi basin, we will join them (see Fig. 1).
Denition 13. Two radial triangles sharing a common Voronoi edge form a radial
quadrangle. The cones in unbounded Voronoi cells are also denoted as radial quadran-
gles. The set of radial quadrangles is denoted as the radial quadrangulation Quadjj:jj (R)
of a set R of sites. The Voronoi basin of a q 2 Quadjj:jj (R) is denoted by VB(q).
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Denition 14. Let S R2 be a nite set of point sites and let R ( S. A site u 2 SnR
is said to be in conict with t 2 Radjj:jj (R), if and only if t 62 Radjj:jj (R [ fug). The
denition of a conict with a radial quadrangle is analogous.
Theorem 15. Let S R2 be a nite set of point sites; R S; t 2 Radjj:jj (R) a radial
triangle and s the generating site of its Voronoi cell. Then the Voronoi basin VB(t; s)
contains all those sites of SnR that are in conict with t. The same holds for radial
quadrangles.
Proof. VB(t; s) consists of two discs or limiting circles and the area of t itself. Let u 2
SnR. If u 62 VB(t; s) then u cannot dene an edge or vertex inside t by the denition of
the Voronoi basin. Thus, t remains intact when inserting u by incremental construction
and hence t 2 Radjj:jj (R [ fug). Then u is not in conict with t. Conversely, let
u 2 VB(t; s). For u 2 t the claim clearly holds. A u 62 t must be contained in a disc or
limiting circle of the Voronoi basin; therefore the empty circle criterion for the Voronoi
edges is not fullled any longer. Thus, t is to be modied when inserting u, and u and
t are in conict. The claim for radial quadrangles follows from the denition.
4. Description of the algorithm
Algorithm 1 (Parallel-Voronoi-Diagram).
Prerequisites: A coarse grained multicomputer CGM(n; p) with n=p>p2+ for a xed
> 0 and a norm jj:jj.
Input: A set S R2 of n point sites in general position; such that each processor Pi;
16i6p; stores n=p sites: each site is stored on exactly one processor.
Output: Vorjj:jj(S); each Pi; 16i6p; stores ~O(n=p) Voronoi vertices and edges; each
edge and each vertex is stored on at least one processor.
(1) Tessellation by random sampling: The processors take a random sample R S
of size jRj 2 ~O(pk) with a factor k depending only on n and p; k is chosen such
that jRj 2 ~O(n=p). This sample is broadcasted to each processor. Each processor
computes Vorjj:jj(R) and Quadjj:jj(R). Additionally; a point location structure for
Quadjj:jj(R) is build by each processor.
(2) Assignment of quadrangles to the processors: The radial quadrangles are parti-
tioned into sets Qi; 16i6p; with Qi assigned to processor Pi. The sites in the
Voronoi basins of quadrangles in Qi form a set denoted by Si; the local congura-
tion: The partitioning is such that jSij 2 ~O(n=p).
(3) Computation of local Voronoi diagrams: For each site in S all processors are
determined that might need the site for their local congurations. Then the sites
are sent to the corresponding processors. After processor Pi has received its local
conguration Si; it computes the local Voronoi diagram Vorjj:jj(Si).
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(4) Adjustment of shared edges: For each Voronoi edge the processors are determined
which may store this edge. Correct end points are determined for edges shared
by more than one processor and sent to the responsible processors.
The oversampling factor k is required to fulll the following conditions:
k6
n
p2
and k 2 
(ln(n)); (C1)
k>p ln4(n) and k>(log2(cp ln(n)))
2ln3(n) with c being a constant: (C2)
These conditions can be satised for n=p>p2+ for some xed > 0. The reason for
these conditions will be explained later during the analysis.
4.1. Tessellation of the plane
The set S is stored in a distributed way; so it is not possible to use a random sample
R of xed size, as not all possible samples would have the same probability. Instead,
we use the same method as in [1] to obtain the random sample which is based on:
Lemma 16 (Mulmuley [13]). Let X be a random variable with binomial distribution
and let n be the number of random experiments; each being successful with probability
q. The expectation of X is E(X ) = nq. Also;
(1) Pr[X > (1 + )nq]6exp(− 122nq) for arbitrary > 0.
(2) With >
q
2 ln(1=)
nq ; Pr[X > (1+ )nq]6 will hold. Especially for < 1=n
d (with
d> 1); X 2 ~O(nq) holds with >
q
d ln(n)
nq ;
Here the second claim follows from exp(− 122)nq)<.
To determine the sample R a Bernoulli experiment is done for each site of S with
a probability of success pk=n with k > 1 to be determined further. jRj is a binomial
distributed random variable with parameters pk=n and n. Thus, by Lemma 16, jRj 2
~O(pk). Note that during the description and analysis of the algorithm the notion of
high probability has to be read with regard to the random choices made to obtain the
random sample R. As we need to store R on each processor, jRj 2 ~O(n=p) must hold,
giving the condition k6n=p2. Additionally, each processor will choose ~O(k) sites if
k 2 
(ln(n)), by the second condition in Lemma 16 (remember that each processor
holds only n=p sites). This explains condition (C1) of Algorithm 1. Broadcasting the
local samples to all processors produces a communication load of jRj 2 ~O(n=p) data
per processor.
Subsequently, each processor computes the Voronoi diagram Vorjj:jj(R) using some
optimal sequential algorithm in ~O((n=p)log(n=p)) time. The radial quadrangulation
Quadjj:jj(R) is computed with additional linear time.
Denition 17. Let q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) be a radial quadrangle. Denote VB(q) \ S by Sq
and q \ S by Tq. The size jTqj is the cost of the quadrangle q.
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The cost of each quadrangle is computed after building a point location structure for
Quadjj:jj(R) with optimal query time (for example using [7] or [15]): First, each proces-
sor locates each of its n=p sites in Quadjj:jj(R) and counts for each q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) the
sites falling into it, giving the local cost of each quadrangle. To compute the global
numbers, the quadrangles are partitioned into p equal-sized groups U1; : : : ; Up, each
containing ~O(n=p2) quadrangles. Each processor sends the local cost of a quadrangle
q 2 Ui to processor Pi. Each processor Pi adds the numbers for the quadrangles in
Ui, giving the global cost of these quadrangles, which are broadcasted. It is clear that
only ~O(n=p) data is transferred per processor in two communication rounds.
We summarize:
Lemma 18. If k fullls condition (C1); the random sample R is of size ~O(n=p).
Additionally; the sample can be broadcasted to all processors in one communication
round with high probability.
The total running time of the algorithm which is the maximum of the local running
times of the processors can be bounded with high probability if no q exists with large
Sq (see also [1, Lemma 3]). Note that this estimation is possible due to the fact that
radial quadrangles are dened by a bounded number of sites and is not possible with
Voronoi cells in a similar way.
Lemma 19. For each q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) and c> 5; jTqj6jSqj 2 ~O( n ln(n)pk ) and
Pr

9q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) with jSqj>c
n ln(n)
pk

<
1
nc−5
; (2)
Pr

9q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) withjTqj>c
n ln(n)
pk

<
1
nc−5
: (3)
Proof. By Lemma 15 it is clear that for a xed q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) the sites in Sq are
exactly those sites that are in conict with q. As Sq \R= ;, Pr[jSqj= j]6(1−pk=n) j.
By summing one gets for this xed q:
Pr

jSqj>cn ln(n)pk

<
nX
j=c
n ln(n)
pk
Pr[jSqj= j]
6

n− cn ln(n)
pk
0@ 1− 1n
pk
!n=pk1A
c ln(n)
6

n− cn ln(n)
pk

e−c ln(n):
As Sq S, we have n>c n ln(n)pk and thus jSqj 2 ~O( n ln(n)pk ). As each quadrangle q is
dened by at most four sites there are no more than
( n
4

<n4 radial quadrangles.
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Fig. 4. Construction of graph G(R). Each vertex corresponds to a radial quadrangle.
Thus,
Pr

9q 2 Quadjj:jj(R): jSqj>c
n ln(n)
pk

<n4

n− cn ln(n)
pk

e−c ln(n)
=exp

−c ln(n) + 4 ln(n) + ln

n− cn ln(n)
pk

6exp(−(c − 5) ln(n)) = 1
nc−5
:
As Tq Sq, claim (3) follows immediately.
4.2. Assignment of quadrangles to processors
An arbitrary regular assignment of the quadrangles to the processors yields local
congurations of size ~O(n ln(n)=p). To overcome this problem, the quadrangles have
to be grouped in such a way that the Voronoi basins of quadrangles in the same group
do largely overlap. We will use { similar to [1,4] { the following planar graph separator
theorem:
Theorem 20 (Lipton and Tarjan [11]). Let G be any m-vertex planar graph. Then
the vertices of G can be partitioned into three sets A; B; C such that no edge joins
a vertex in A with a vertex in B; neither A nor B has total size exceeding m=2; and
C contains no more than 
p
m vertices with =2
p
2=(1−p2=3). Furthermore; A; B
and C can be determined sequentially in O(m) time.
In order to apply Theorem 20 the dual graph G(R) of Quadjj:jj(R) is computed. This
graph is planar and its vertices have degree at most four (see Fig. 4). The vertices of
G(R) are assigned costs which are the costs of the corresponding radial quadrangles.
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Lemma 21. Let s 2 R2 be a point; let G be the graph whose vertices are the q 2
Quadjj:jj(R) with s 2 VB(q) and whose edges are dened such that two vertices v and
w of G are adjacent if and only if the corresponding quadrangles qv and qw share a
common edge. Then G is connected and a subgraph of G(R).
Proof. Let Rs denote the set R[fsg. Inserting s into Vorjj:jj(R) (resp. Quadjj:jj(R)) by
incremental construction yields Vorjj:jj(Rs) (resp. Quadjj:jj(Rs)). By Lemma 15 all those
q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) are deleted that are in conict with s (s is contained in their Voronoi
basins). Hence the boundary of the Voronoi cell generated by s intersects the deleted
quadrangles. Assume that s is contained in the Voronoi basins of two quadrangles q,
q0 that share at most a site s0 2 R; assume also that no path exists in G from q to q0.
This contradicts the fact that the cell generated by s is star shaped with respect to s
and does not contain a site of R.
Corollary 22. Let QQuadjj:jj(R) and s 2 R2. Denote by QbQ the set of quad-
rangles that have edge-adjacent neighbors not belonging to Q. Then s 2 VB(Q) if
and only if s 2 Sq2Q q [ VB(Qb).
Proof. We only have to prove VB(Q)Sq2Q q[VB(Qb). We can assume that s 62 q0
for all q0 2 Q, but s 2 VB(q) for some q 2 QnQb. There exists a qs with s 2 qs and
obviously s 2 VB(qs). Let v (resp. vs) denote the vertices of G(R) corresponding to q
(resp. qs). Then, by Lemma 21, there must be a path in G(R) such that s is contained
in the Voronoi basins of the quadrangles corresponding to the vertices on this path.
As qs 62 Q, there exists a q 2 Qb with s 2 VB(q).
As the Voronoi basins of some q 2 Qi (the set of quadrangles assigned to processor
Pi) may overlap with q0 2 Qj for some j 6= i, a site can be contained in several of the
local congurations Si. We introduce a tool to handle the communication load during
step 3 of the algorithm:
Denition 23. The separator-tree Tsep(R) of Quadjj:jj(R) is a binary tree where every
node v has two attributes: a graph G(v) and a subset Q(v) of Quadjj:jj(R). The attributes
are built by the following recursive construction:
(1) The root v is assigned G(v):=G(R).
(2) Let v denote a node of Tsep(R).
(a) If the total node costs of G(v) are at most n=p, v is a leaf and Q(v) contains
the radial quadrangles corresponding to the vertices of G(v).
(b) Otherwise G(v) is partitioned using Theorem 20 into sets A, B, C. Two children
vl, vr of v are created with G(vl):=A, G(vr):=B. The set Q(v) is the set of
quadrangles corresponding to the vertices in the separator C.
By Tsep(R) (resp. T
b
sep(R)) we denote the inner nodes (resp. leaves) of Tsep(R).
Remark 24. By construction of the Q(v) each q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) is assigned to exactly
one node of Tsep(R).
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Lemma 25. Let v 2 Tsep(R) and let QA; QB and QC = Q(v) denote the quadrangles
corresponding to the partition of the vertices of the graph G(v) by applying Theorem
20. Then we have for every site s 2 S: If s 2 VB(QA) and s 2 VB(QB) then s 2
VB(QC).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 21, Corollary 22 and the properties of the sets A, B and
C of Theorem 20.
Lemma 26. The separator-tree Tsep(R) has; with high probability; the height
h(Tsep(R)) = log2(p) + log2(ln(n)) + log2(c) with some constant c. Hence; Tsep(R)
has at most ~O(p ln(n)) leaves.
Proof. The cost of a single vertex of G(R) is ~O( n ln(n)pk ) and there are ~O(pk) vertices. So
the total node cost of G(R) is ~O(n ln(n)), or 6cn ln(n) with high probability (actually
the node costs of G sum to jSj= n, but this argument cannot be used for subgraphs).
Thus, there can be at most log2(p)+ log2(ln(n))+ log2(c) levels of recursion until the
termination condition of Denition 23 is reached.
Remark 27. It is not necessary to store all attributes G(v) explicitly, as they are used
only for the construction of the separator-tree and the sets Q(v); also they would need
too much space. Instead, by constructing Tsep(R) level wise, only one level of the G(v)
attributes is needed, using O(jG(R)j) ~O(n=p) space. Hence the separator-tree will use
~O(p ln(n) + n=p) space, which is compatible with the processor bound of n=p>p2+
in the prerequisites of Algorithm 1.
Now groups Q01; : : : ; Q
0
p are formed from quadrangles assigned to leaves of the
separator-tree:
Lemma 28. The ~O(p ln(n)) sets Q(v) of leaves v 2Tbsep(R) can be combined into p
groups Q0i ; 16i6p; such that each group contains quadrangles from ~O(ln(n)) sets
Q(v) and has total cost not exceeding 2n=p.
Proof. The sets Qv of q 2Tbsep(R) are sorted decreasingly according to the total cost,
giving sets M1; : : : ; Mtp (lled up with the empty set, if necessary) with costs a1; : : : ; atp,
for tp 2 ~O(p ln(n)). The set Mip+j is assigned to group Q0j. Thus the rst claim holds.
Let j denote the cost of Q0j. Then we have j =
Pt−1
i=0 aj+ip and 1>   >p. Let
dji = aj+ip − a1+(i+1)p for 1<j6p, 06i< t − 1. As the ak are sorted, dji>0 holds
and for 1<j6p:
1 = a1 +
t−2X
i=0
(aj+ip − dji) = a1 +
t−2X
i=0
aj+ip −
t−2X
i=0
dji
= a1 + j − aj+(t−1)p −
t−2X
i=0
dji:
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Thus, 1 − j6a1. Summation of the inequalities for 1<j6p, 161 and division
by p yields 16[(p − 1)=p]a1 + (1=p)
Pp
j=1 j. By construction
Pp
j=1 j = n and
a16n=p. Hence the second claim follows.
The quadrangles assigned to processor Pi will be Qi:=Q0i[Q00i with sets Q00i now to be
determined. The assignment of the q 2 Q(v) for v 2Tbsep(R) to the sets Q0i induces an
assignment of the leaves to sets Vi and to processor Pi. So we can speak of a processor
a leaf is assigned to. One can determine for each inner node v 2Tsep(R) the number
ni(v) of leaves v0 in the subtree rooted at v with v0 2 Vi. Let n(v):=n1(v)+   +np(v)
denote their total number. The sets Q(v) of inner nodes v 2 Tsep(R) are partitioned
into n(v) equal-sized groups; ni(v) of these groups are assigned to Q00i . Note that, by
Lemma 25, the Voronoi basin VB(Q00i ) contains only sites that may also be contained
in VB(Q0i).
Lemma 29. Each set Q00i QiQuadjj:jj(R) contains ~O(
p
k ln(n)) quadrangles; they
correspond to nodes in separators. Thus; for k>p ln3(n) the Voronoi basins of quad-
rangles in a Q00i contain ~O(n=p) sites.
Proof. First, we determine the total number of vertices in all separators:
h(Tsep(R))X
i=1
2i−1
r
(1=2)i−1
Quadjj:jj(R)
=
rQuadjj:jj(R) (
p
2)h(Tsep(R)) − 1p
2− 1 2
~O(p
p
k ln(n))
with  from Theorem 20. The claim now follows from the fact that the sum of all
ni(v) over the v of one level of Tsep(R) is exactly the number of leaves in Tsep(R).
Lemma 30. Each VB(Q0i) contains only ~O(n=p) sites provided that k>p ln
4(n) holds.
Proof. By Corollary 22 we have to check how many quadrangles of Q0i have neigh-
boring quadrangles that do not belong to Q0i . For a xed leaf v 2 Tsep(R) these are
the quadrangles belonging to Q(v0) for all v0 on the path from v to the root of Tsep(R)
(by Lemma 25):
h(Tsep)X
j=0

s
1
2
j Quadjj:jj(R) 2 ~O(ppk):
As Q0i contains quadrangles of ~O(ln(n)) leaves the total amount of quadrangles with
foreign neighbors is ~O(
p
pk ln(n)). The claim follows from Lemma 19.
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Denition 31. For 16i6p dene
Si:=fs 2 S j 9q 2 Qi: s 2 VB(q)g: (4)
These sets are the local congurations.
4.3. Computation of local Voronoi diagrams
Denition 32. If s is a site with s 62 VB(Q(v)) for all v 2Tsep(R) let v(s) denote the
v 2 Tbsep(R) such that s 2 q with q 2 Q(v). If s is a site with s 2 VB(Q(v)) for a
v 2 Tsep(R) let v(s) denote the node v 2 Tsep(R) with s 2 VB(Q(v)), such that v
has the smallest distance to the root of Tsep(R) among all v with s 2 VB(Q(v)).
Given s 2 S the node v(s) is unique and therefore well dened: If s is contained in
the Voronoi basin of a separator quadrangle Lemma 25 shows that v(s) is unique. In
the other case v(s) is also unique as Quadjj:jj(R) is a partition of the plane.
A site s which is contained in the Voronoi basins of separator quadrangles may be
part of several local congurations; the node v(s) allows to determine for which local
congurations this is the case. We now describe how to eciently compute v(s) for
any given site s. Let Qsep:=
S
v2Tsep(R) Q(v) denote the set of separator quadrangles.
We use { similar to the method described in [4] { point location on the Voronoi
horizon @VB(Qsep) to check whether a given site has v(s) 2Tsep(R). VB(Qsep) is the
union of O(jQsepj) jj:jj-discs. Unlike in the Euclidean case in [4], the power diagram
cannot be used to compute the boundary @VB(Qsep). Instead we apply the algorithm
given in [6] to compute the Voronoi horizon @VB(Qsep), which is possible by Lemma
11; this boundary has complexity linear in jQsepj [6]. As the jj:jj-discs are convex,
each arc of @VB(Qsep) can be split into at most four arcs which are monotone in
xy-direction. These arcs are non-crossing and thus the point location method of Sarnak
and Tarjan [15] can be easily modied to work here. Locating a point gives the arc of
the Voronoi horizon above and below the query point, so we can decide if the point
falls into VB(Qsep).
Subroutine 2 (Compute-v(s))
Given: The separator-tree Tsep(R).
Result: Each s 2 S is paired with v(s).
(1) Each processor computes a point location structure for VB(Q(v)) for each v 2
Tsep(R) and also for the union VB(Qsep) using the method just described.
(2) Each processor Pi checks for each site s it stores whether s 2 Qsep (by point
location in Quadjj:jj(R)) or s 2 VB(Qsep). If s 62 VB(Qsep) the node v(s) is
determined by point location in Quadjj:jj(R). Each processor builds a set Mi of
sites s with s 2 VB(Qsep). Mi is split into p equal-sized parts Mij, 16j6p. Mij
is sent to processor Pj.
(3) Processor Pi receives the Mji. For each s 2 M 0i :=
Sp
j=1 Mji the q 2 Quadjj:jj(R)
with s 2 q is determined. Walking along the path from v(q) to the root of
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Tsep(R), it is checked if s 2 VB(Q(v)). The last v with s 2 VB(Q(v)) is v(s).
Processor Pi forms sets Nij of pairs (s; v(s)). A pair (s; v(s)) is assigned to Nij
if s 2 Mji holds. Then Nij is sent to processor Pj.
(4) Each processor Pi receives the Nji and assigns for each (s; v(s)) 2
Sp
j=1 Nji the
node v(s) to the site s.
Theorem 33. By running Subroutine 2 the node v(s) has been determined for all
sites s 2 S; v(s) is stored on the processor which initially stored s. If k conforms
to conditions (C1) and (C2); the algorithm needs ~O(n=p) communicated data per
processor in ~O(1) communication rounds and ~O(n log(n)=p) local computation time.
Proof. The correctness follows from the denition of v(s) and the fact that for a
site s 2 VB(Qsep) the node v(s) is sent back to the processor it came from. From
the proof of Lemma 29 we know jQsepj = ~O(p
p
k ln(n)). The time to set up the
point location structures during phase 1 is dominated by the time spent by the al-
gorithm from [6], which is O(jQsepj log2(jQsepj)). An easy calculation, using k6n=p2
and ln(
p
n log(n)) 2 O(log(n)), yields the bound ~O(n ln(n)=p) for 2p ln3(n)6n=p
which holds by conditions (C1) and (C2). The query time for a site is bounded by
~O(ln(n)) in each of the point location structures build in phase 1, so phase 2 takes
~O(n ln(n)=p) local computation time. As there are ~O

n ln(n)
pk jQsepj

sites in all Mi, each
processor has to handle ~O( 1p
n ln(n)
pk p
p
k ln(n)) sites in phase 3, which is ~O

n
ph(Tsep(R))

for k>(h(Tsep(R)))2 ln
3(n). Point location for a single site on the h(Tsep(R)) 2 ~O(log
(p ln(n))) nodes on the path from a leaf to the root ofTsep(R) takes ~O(ln(n)h(Tsep(R)))
time. The claimed time bound follows.
Remark 34. It is tempting to use breadth-rst-search to determine all conicts of a
site s with radial quadrangles, starting at the point q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) with s 2 q. The
expected number of quadrangles in conict is a constant, but it seems dicult to bound
this number with high probability.
From here on we assume that each site s is paired with v(s), so that this information
is available at unit cost.
Denition 35. Given q 2 Quadjj:jj(R) let P(q) denote the processor q is assigned to.
For a leaf v 2 Tbsep(R) let P(v) denote the processor the quadrangles of Q(v) are
assigned to.
Subroutine 3 (Send-sites)
Given: Each processor has for each node v 2Tsep(R) a list li(v) of sites s with v(s)=v.
Result: Processor Pi stores all s 2 Si in its local memory.
(1) For all leaves v 2 Tbsep(R) processor Pi sends the sites s 2 li(v) to processor
PP(v) using one packet per processor. After receiving the packets handling of
sites contained in lists of leaves is nished.
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(2) Processor Pi partitions each list li(v) for inner nodes v2Tsep(R) into p equal-sized
parts lij(v); 16j6p. Then for 16j6p the packet Kij:=
S
v2Tsep(R) lij(v) is sent
to processor Pj.
(3) Pi receives the packets Kji. Pi prepares sets K 0ij, 16j6p by the following method.
For each s 2 K 0i :=
Sp
j=1 Kji; all leaves v 2Tbsep(R) of the subtree rooted at v(s)
are determined. For all these leaves v with dierent P(v), s is inserted into K 0iP(v).
K 0ij is sent to processor Pj.
(4) Pi receives the packets K 0ji and computes Si =
Sp
j=1 K
0
ji.
Denition 36. Denote the level lc:=h(Tsep(R))−log2(p) as the critical level ofTsep(R).
Theorem 37. By running Subroutine 3 each processor receives its local conguration
using ~O(n=p) communicated data in ~O(1) communication rounds. The local compu-
tations need ~O(n ln(n)=p) time.
Proof. Each site of S is contained in exactly one list li(v). So the correctness of
the algorithm is an immediate consequence of phases 1 and 3. By construction of
the separator-tree the sites in li(v) for a v 2 Tbsep(R) have to be sent to only one
processor during phase 1. From
P
v2Tsep(R) jli(v)j6
P
v2Tsep(R) jli(v)j = n=p it follows
that jKijj 2 ~O(n=p2). Thus, ~O(n=p) data is sent by each processor in phase 2 and
received at the beginning of phase 3. In phase 3 a site s 2 K 0i has { by Lemma 25 { to
be sent only to those processors the leaves in the subtree rooted at v(s) are assigned to.
For nodes v(s) below the critical level lc (see Denition 36) the number of receivers
decreases exponentially. Below the critical level at most
h(Tsep(R))X
k=lc+1

2k−1
q
(1=2)k−1jQuadjj:jj(R)j

(1=2)k−lc 2 ~O(
p
pk ln(n));
radial quadrangles with sites that can be contained in an Sj are assigned to nodes
v 2 Tsep(R). Thus, with k>p ln3(n) (compatible with condition (C2)), these are
only ~O(n=p2) sites. Above lc, there are in total
Plc
j=0 2
i−1
q
(1=2)i−1jQuadjj:jj(R)j 2
~O(
p
pk
p
ln(n)) quadrangles aected with Nu:= ~O(n
q
ln3(n)=
p
pk) sites. Thus each K 0i
contains (1=p)Nu sites as well as each K 0ij. With k>p ln
3(n) this is ~O(n=p2). So Pi
sends only ~O(n=p) data; the size of the Si ensures this bound on the received data.
The time for nding the leaves, etc., does not exceed the claimed bound.
After receiving its local conguration Si each processor Pi computes the local Voronoi
diagram Vorjj:jj(Si) according to the distance function induced by the norm jj:jj using
an optimal sequential algorithm, for example [3] or [8].
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4.4. Adjustment of shared edges
By using Voronoi basins and assigning each quadrangle to exactly one processor we
make sure that the local Voronoi diagram Vorjj:jj(Si) computed by Pi coincides with
Vorjj:jj(S) in the area of the quadrangles in Qi. But for Voronoi edges which are partly
outside of the area of Qi the correct computation of the end points by sites in Si is not
guaranteed. This is sucient for doing point location in the resulting Voronoi diagram,
but for obtaining neighbor relationships this is not enough as there might be Voronoi
edges in the local Voronoi diagrams that are artifacts from the distributed computation.
It is the purpose of this step to make sure that the articial edges are identied and
each real edge is stored with correct end points on at least one processor.
It is important to notice that edges shared by several processors bound cells generated
by sites that are contained in the Voronoi basins of separator quadrangles. Furthermore,
for each edge e=(a; b) 2 Vorjj:jj(S) there are at most two processors that are guaranteed
to compute the correct end points a and b of e: Let qa (resp. qb) denote the quadrangle
with a 2 qa (resp. b 2 qb). So the processor P(qa) (resp. P(qb)) has computed a (resp.
b) correctly because of the use of Voronoi basins. Conversely, if processor Pi computed
an edge e=(a; b) 2 Vorjj:jj(Si) such that qa 2 Qi (or qb 2 Qi) exists with a 2 qa (resp.
b 2 qb) then a is a correct end point of e and there is a Voronoi edge in the global
Voronoi diagram between the cells of the sites generating e by the properties of the
Voronoi basin.
Denition 38. Given e 2 Vorjj:jj(Si) with i 2 f1; : : : ; pg, let s; s0 2 S denote the
generators of e. If s 2 VB(Qsep) or s0 2 VB(Qsep) holds then e is called a boundary
edge.
Subroutine 4 (Adjust-boundary-edges)
Given: Each processor Pi has a set Ebi Vorjj:jj(Si) of boundary edges.
Result: Each end point of a boundary edge is either marked as potentially incorrect
or is known to be correct. Each edge of Vorjj:jj(S) is stored on at least one
processor.
(1) Pi looks for boundary edges e = (a; b) 2 Ebi such that qa 2 Qi or qb 2 Qi exists
with a 2 qa (resp. b 2 qb). Let s; s0 denote the sites generating e with s< s0
lexicographically. All end points c of boundary edges e 2 Ebi with c 2 q 62 Qi
are marked as potentially incorrect. Each processor Pi builds sets Mi of triples
(s; s0; a) by the following method. If e 2 Vorjj:jj(Si) is a boundary edge with
correct end point a 2 qa 2 Qi (or b 2 qb 2 Qi) and generators s; s0 then the triple
(s; s0; a) (resp. (s; s0; b)) is inserted into Mi. The Mi are globally sorted in parallel
according to the lexicographical order on the pairs of sites s; s0 from the triples
in the Mi; yielding for each processor Pi a set M 0i .
(2) If the smallest element (s; s0; a) 2 M 0i has a key (s; s0) unique in M 0i , then processor
Pi, 1<i6p, sends the smallest element (s; s0; a) 2 M 0i to Pi−1; this triple is
removed from M 0i . Otherwise a dummy message is sent.
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(3) Processor Pi receives a message from Pi+1 and integrates it into M 0i , yielding the
set M 00i (M
0
i =M
00
i is possible). The pairs of triples (s; s
0; a), (s; s0; b) with identical
keys are joined to quadruples (s; s0; a; b) representing the correct Voronoi edges.
Given a quadruple (s; s0; a; b) the quadrangles qa; qb 2 Quadjj:jj(R) are determined
with a 2 qa, b 2 qb. If qa 2 Qj (or qb 2 Qj) then (s; s0; a; b) is assigned to the set
Eij. The Eij are sent to the processors Pj.
(4) Processor Pi receives the Eji. For each (s; s0; a; b) the correct end points a and b
are assigned to the edge e 2 Vorjj:jj(Si) generated by s; s0.
Theorem 39. Running Subroutine 4 takes ~O(n ln(n)=p) local computation time; each
processor sends and receives ~O(n=p) data using ~O(1) communication rounds.
Proof. Each Vorjj:jj(Si) contains only ~O(n=p) boundary edges. Determination whether
an end point is correct or not can be done by point location on Quadjj:jj(R), taking
~O(n ln(n)=p) local computation time. As each end point a results in exactly one triple
(s; s0; a) on one processor, a total of ~O(n) data has to be sorted in parallel, which
can be done in ~O(n ln(n)=p) time with the claimed bounds on the communication (see
[10,16]). As each sorting key (s; s0) appears exactly two times phase 2 makes each
pair distributed across two processors available on one of them. During phase 3 the
pairs are joined together and sent back to the processors they came from. Assigning
locally the received correct end point to the edges can be done by sorting the edges
by their generators and binary search using the claimed local time bound.
5. Analysis
Theorem 40. Given a set S R2 of n point sites; a norm jj:jj and a coarse grained
multicomputer CGM(n; p) such that n=p>p2+ with > 0. Then Algorithm 1 com-
putes the Voronoi diagram of S according to the distance function induced by jj:jj in
~O(n ln(n)=p) time using ~O(1) communication rounds. Only ~O(n=p) local memory per
processor is used.
Proof. We rst estimate the running time of the serial operations on each processor Pi
for Algorithm 1: In step 1 the time needed for taking the sample is O(n=p). Vorjj:jj(R),
Quadjj:jj(R) and the point location structure can be computed in O(jRj ln(jRj)) time,
which is ~O(n ln(n)=p) by Lemma 18. Locating each of the n=p sites stored by Pi takes
O((n=p) ln(jRj)) time.
The time needed to partition the quadrangles of Quadjj:jj(R) into the Qi in step 2
can be bounded by O(jRj ln(jRj)) by Theorem 20, Lemmata 26 and 28. In step 3 of
Algorithm 1, the application of Subroutine 2 takes ~O((n=p) ln(n=p)) time (Theorem
33). Sending the sites to the processors takes ~O(n ln(n)=p) local computation time
(Theorem 37). Finally, the computation of the local Voronoi diagram Vorjj:jj(Si) takes
~O((n=p) ln(n=p)) time because of the size of Si. The local Voronoi diagram Vorjj:jj(Si)
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contains O(jSij) vertices. Thus the quadrangle containing each vertex can be found
in total ~O((n=p) ln(n=p)) time. Then, adjustment of end points needs ~O(n ln(n)=p)
operations (Theorem 39).
Inter-processor communication is necessary only a constant number of times: In
step 1 of Algorithm 1 during taking the sample R and while computing the cost of
each quadrangle. The distribution of the quadrangles onto the Qi does not require any
communication at all. During step 3 (Subroutines 2, 3) and 4 (Subroutine 4) global
exchange is necessary. Additionally, Subroutine 4 needs the parallel sort operation.
Each time only ~O(n=p) data is sent and received by each processor. Hence, there are
only ~O(1) communication rounds needed.
The correctness of the algorithm is ensured by the use of Voronoi basins. They
guarantee that the local Voronoi diagrams Vorjj:jj(Si) coincide with the total (global)
Voronoi diagram Vorjj:jj(S) inside the quadrangles assigned to a single processor. The
sites in the Voronoi basins of these quadrangles are sent during step 3 of
Algorithm 1.
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